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MODERN FIREARMS, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES 

FOR IMEDIATE RELEASE 

LAS VEGAS, NV (January 2019) - Dark Storm Industries LLC, a leading New York-based firearms 
manufacturer, expands their rifle line with the DS-15 Hurricane, a gas-powered, long-range precision 
rifle. Founded in 2012, Dark Storm Industries developed the DSI line of rifles to meet the ever-
changing regulatory environment in states like New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and 
California. The DS-15 Hurricane will be chambered in the super-hot .224 Valkyrie.  

The Hurricane is an AR-style rifle designed and built using DSI’s 7075 aluminum upper and 
lower receivers. The DSI Ultralight Narrow Profile M-Lok 15” forearm offers plenty of area to add 
a foregrip or bipod. The DS-15 Hurricane also comes standard with DSI’s 4 lb. drop-in trigger, 
DSI’s nickel boron bolt carrier group, a billet ambidextrous charging handle and safety selector 
switch and a Magpul PRS rifle stock. 
 
DSI puts a precedence on performance and accuracy. The .224 Hurricane features a 20” 
stainless-steel rifle-length barrel as well as DSI’s new stainless-steel competition compensator.  
The barrel features a 1:7 twist in .224 Valkyrie. The Hogue® Over molded rubber pistol grip 
offers all the comfort of a rubber over molding, but with the durability of a fiberglass core. The 
no-slip grip with palm swells and finger grooves allow the user to have a comfortable, but 
positive, grip in any environmental condition.  
 
The DS-15 Hurricane is available in two distinct configurations to offer a solution regardless of where 
you may live. Those living in free states, can enjoy our standard configuration with a detachable 
Magpul PMAG®. DSI’s patented, top-loading, fixed magazine rifle is designed for those living in 
restricted states such as California, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York.  

MSRP for the DS-15 Hurricane in black is $1595.00 and $1695.00 for Flat Dark Earth Cerakote®  

For More Information Contact: 

Edward Newman 
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ed@dark-storm.com 


